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9 Abstract

10

11 The control of the right application of medical protocols is a key issue in hospital environments.

12 For the automated monitoring of medical protocols, we need a domain-independent language for

13 their representation and a fully, or semi, autonomous system that understands the protocols and

14 supervises their application. In this paper we describe a specification language and a multi-agent

15 system architecture for monitoring medical protocols. We model medical services in hospital

16 environments as specialized domain agents and interpret a medical protocol as a negotiation process

17 between agents. A medical service can be involved in multiple medical protocols, and so specialized

18 domain agents are independent of negotiation processes and autonomous system agents perform

19 monitoring tasks. We present the detailed architecture of the system agents and of an important

20 domain agent, the database broker agent, that is responsible of obtaining relevant information about

21 the clinical history of patients. We also describe how we tackle the problems of privacy, integrity and

22 authentication during the process of exchanging information between agents.

23 # 2003 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
24

25 Keywords: Medical protocols; Specification and representation; Multi-agent system architecture; Distributed

26 monitoring; Secure communication layer
27

28 1. Introduction

29 In recent years physicians have made an important effort to formalize medical protocols

30 (MP) for the diagnosis and treatment of diseases. MPs published by medical associations,

31 like the American Heart Association, the European Resuscitation Council and the

32 Australian Medical Association, can be seen as the consensus opinion of experts based
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33 on systematic review of the scientific literature. This effort is devoted to improve both

34 decision making in healthcare processes and optimal limited resource management.

35 According to Gordon [14] MPs can be defined as systematically developed statements to

36 assist practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate health care for specific clinical

37 circumstances. To help physicians on the right application of MPs in real hospital

38 environments, the Artificial Intelligence community has considered the challenge of

39 automatic management of MPs. For achieving this objective two different problems have

40 been considered.

41 On the one hand, it is necessary to tackle the automated application and the monitoring

42 problem. That is, to develop a general-purpose system devoted both to coordinate

43 practitioners and patients during a real-time application of a MP and to warn about

44 forbidden actions and decisions. On the other hand, for performing the monitoring task, it is

45 necessary to have a suitable and well-defined representation of MPs. For this purpose we

46 propose a domain-independent language for their representation and so, a user-friendly

47 specification tool for allowing physicians to model MPs and translating the MP models into

48 the representation language.

49 There exist different approaches and tools in the literature for representing and modeling

50 MPs, but not for the automated application and the monitoring problem when considering

51 real hospital environments. In such environments, one has to develop a system able to run

52 in a real-time distributed frame and, because of the nature of the information exchanged in

53 the distributed system, one has also to provide a secure communication layer. Some well-

54 known approaches for modeling MPs are those of DGPM [15], GLIF [26,28]. It should be

55 noticed that those approaches, except the extension of GLIF [28], are not necessarily well-

56 suited to support the automated application and monitoring of the MPs. As to the

57 automated application of the MPs, Boxwala et al. [5] have defined a system based on

58 the GLIF representation model. Their approach is aimed at clinical decision-support and

59 medical education. Other approaches facing this aim are proforma [10,9] and the projects

60 Asgaard [37] and ISAAC [4]. The PRODIGY system [30] is a guideline-based decision-

61 support system designed to assist general practitioners in choosing the appropriate

62 therapeutic action for their patients and has been extended [21] for encoding clinical

63 guidelines for managing patients. Although these approaches help physicians to test and

64 evaluate knowledge of MPs recommendations, they do not consider the integration of a MP

65 agreed by consensus into the medical practice, i.e. the automatic application and

66 monitoring of the MP for a given patient in a hospital environment with existing medical

67 records. In this framework, Terenziani et al. [42] and Alsinet et al. [2,3] have defined

68 modular systems for representing and applying MPs. Both systems [42,2] consist of a user-

69 friendly environment for representing and acquiring MPs involving temporal issues as the

70 treatment of composite, concurrent and repeated actions. However, [42] defines a

71 centralized system architecture (i.e. to be executed in a local way) while [3] defines a

72 multi-agent system architecture for distributed hospital environments.

73 The objective of this paper is to define a system for the assistance and supervision of the

74 real-time application of MPs in distributed hospital environments with computerized-

75 based medical records. A MP specifies possible sequences of composite, concurrent and

76 repeated actions that could be performed when a patient had a particular pathology and,

77 depending on clinical results, establishes which of them are forbidden. In hospital

2 T. Alsinet et al. / Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 703 (2003) 1–26
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78 environments, every staff person plays one or more roles. A role specifies a particular

79 service; for instance, infirmary, surgery, radiology or hospital management. So, a MP

80 specifies possible interactions between medical services in front of a particular pathology

81 and forbids some medical decisions depending on the medical history and evolution of the

82 patient. Our system can be used for managing both suggested actions and constrained

83 actions. To be precise, suggestions are modeled as multiple possible actions and constraints

84 as forbidden actions. So, it can be used for managing both medical guidelines and MPs.

85 From now on, we refer to the more general term, i.e. MP.

86 To define a system for monitoring MPs, we make an abstraction of the real world, i.e.

87 hospital environment, in terms of a multi-agent system (MAS) [41,45]. The main idea is to

88 model medical services in hospitals as specialized domain agents and interactions between

89 different services as electronic communication processes. From this point of view, a MP

90 describes a negotiation process between multiple specialized domain agents for treating a

91 particular pathology and specifies behavior rules depending on specific symptoms.

92 To tackle this problem, the first step is to develop a tool and a representation model for

93 hospital environment specification in terms of MASs which, in particular, allow us to

94 model medical services as specialized domain agents and MPs as restricted negotiation

95 processes. In this context, we have implemented a user-friendly environment (called

96 JAFDIS) [2] to graphically represent negotiation processes in MASs based on the notion of

97 dialogical institutions. The second step is to develop a suitable MAS architecture for real-

98 time monitoring MPs in distributed hospital environments. In distributed MASs, agent

99 interactions are performed as electronic communications through a communication layer.

100 Because of the private nature of most of the information exchanged in a hospital

101 environment, the communication layer must provide privacy, integrity and authentication

102 during the process of exchanging information between agents. Therefore, the third step is

103 to define a robust communication interface. Finally, in order to make our system fully

104 compliant with the existing medical records, we develop a database broker agent for

105 automatically recovering the medical history and evolution of patients.

106 The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formalizes the concept of

107 dialogical institution and defines its two basic components, dialogical framework and

108 performative structure. Section 3 shows how a MP can be specified using this formalism.

109 Section 4 describes how a dialogical institution can be modeled using JAFDIS. Section 5

110 presents the architecture of our MAS for monitoring MPs. Section 6 deals with all

111 necessary security and communication aspects to ensure the privacy of the information

112 exchanged between agents. Sections 7 and 8 describe the functional requirements of two

113 main components of the MAS architecture: the server and supervisor agents of MPs.

114 Section 9 shows the mediator functionalities of the interface between the MAS architecture

115 and the medical services. Section 10 describes the functionalities of the database broker

116 agent. Finally, in Section 11, we summarize our main results and point out our future work.

117 2. Dialogical institutions

118 In this section we provide a new definition of dialogical institution, based on [2], which

119 is formed by a dialogical framework and a performative structure. This definition allow us

T. Alsinet et al. / Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 703 (2003) 1–26 3
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120 to model a traditional institution (say a hospital) and its set of institutional protocols (say

121 MPs) by detailing what kind of agents exist and what type of messages or illocutions are

122 interchanged between agents. The dialogical framework describes the general context of

123 the institution and the performative structure describes the set of protocols. In [29,32,7,35]

124 the authors propose different approaches for modeling some particular institutions.

125 In what concerns our work, we think of agent-based institutions as a computational

126 realization of a traditional institution, which intuitively amounts to a set of clearly

127 established conventions that somehow restrict participating agent’s interactions. Therefore,

128 a dialogical institution can be understood as a set of agents and a set of protocols so that, for

129 every protocol, there exists a well-defined behavior of the involved agents. An agent is an

130 entity that plays a specific institution role. Moreover, an agent can play different roles in

131 different protocols and in different scenes of a same protocol. A protocol is a non-empty set

132 of well-defined scenes.

133 In a dialogical institution agents are ‘‘dialogical entities’’ that interact with other agents

134 in a multi-agent context through illocutions. An agent is an entity that expresses illocutions,

135 reacts to illocutions addressed to it and, furthermore, only the emission and reception of

136 illocutions constitute its observable behavior.

137

138 Definition 1 (Dialogical institution). A dialogical institution is a pair hDF;PSi, where

� DF is a dialogical framework and

� PS is a performative structure that defines the set of protocols of the institution in

141 which the system agents are involved.
142

143 2.1. Dialogical framework

144 The dialogical framework describes the context of a dialogical institution. On the one

145 hand, it specifies the basic roles and the agents that take place inside the institution. On the

146 other hand, it formalizes the communication language of the system agents and the

147 metalanguage used to model the rules of behavior inside a protocol.

148

149 Definition 2 (Dialogical framework). A dialogical framework is a tuple of the form

150 hRoles;Agents; L;CL;TL;ML; Ti, where

� Roles is a set of different kinds of participants associated with the institution,

� Agents denotes a set of role occurrences,

� L is an object language and describes the syntactic rules for generating the system

154 identifiers, the agents names, and the illocutions content,

� CL is a communication language and defines the set of illocutions that can be exchanged

156 between the system agents,

� TL is the transition language that allows one to define the movements of agents between

158 scenes within a specific protocol,

� ML is the metalanguage used for restricting the agents behavior within a specific

160 protocol, and

� T is a model of time.

4 T. Alsinet et al. / Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 703 (2003) 1–26
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At the specification phase, one selects a specific model of time, i.e. a specific time

163 format, by means of a unique identifier. The monitoring system must provide a suitable

164 implementation of every model of time. For example, a model of time can be the usual time

165 format indicating seconds, minutes and hours referring to the Greenwich Meridian Time

166 together with the set of arithmetic and relational operators. Another possible model of

167 time1 is the one based on the notion of days, weeks and months, where the day is the basic

168 unit of time.

170 Definition 3 (Communication language). The syntax of an illocution of CL is as follows:

171 illocution_id (agent1, agent2, j; tÞ, where

� illocution_id 2 L is the illocution identifier,

� agent1 2 Agents is the sender of the illocution and agent2 2 Agents is the recipient of

174 the illocution,

� j 2 L is the content of the illocution, and

� t is the illocution time expressed according to the time model T .
177

178

179 Definition 4 (Transition language). The syntax of a transition of TL is as follows: move

180 (kind_of_movement, fa1; . . . ; ang; tÞ, where

� move 2 L is the label of the transition,

� kind_of_movement 2 L is either the label IN 2 L or the label OUT 2 Land allows one to

183 model arrivals/departures to/from the scenes within a specific protocol,

� fa1; . . . ; ang 	 Agents describes the set of agents that should move between the scenes

185 of a specific protocol, and

� t is the transition time expressed according to the time model T .
187

188 At the specification phase, the illocution time and the transition time denote time

189 variables which are instantiated by the monitoring system when executing a protocol of the

190 institution. The time variables allow us to specify forbidden actions based on temporal

191 constraints and timeout execution errors.

192 2.2. Performative structure

193 The performative structure is a set of protocols. A protocol is a main scene and a set of

194 interdependent sub-scenes and states that allows us to establish causal and temporal co-

195 dependencies among them.

196 Intuitively, a protocol of a dialogical institution can be formally specified by means of an

197 extension of a Petri net. A Petri net [6] has four basic components: places, transitions, arcs,

198 and tokens. A place represents a state in which the system may be. Tokens indicate the

199 current states of the system. A transition has zero or more input arcs, coming from its input

200 places, and zero or more output arcs, going to its output places. A transition is enabled if

201 there is at least one input token in each of its input places. Any enabled transition is

202 executed by removing one token from each input place and depositing a token in each

1 The example of Section 3 uses this model of time.

T. Alsinet et al. / Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 703 (2003) 1–26 5
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203 output place. The execution of MPs in our system follows the same basic rules as in the

204 execution of Petri nets.

205 Translating Petri nets into our setting, tokens are associated with agents. Petri nets

206 states are associated with scenes and states of our protocols. We identify three different

207 types of states: atomic, synchronism and parallel states. Petri nets arcs between states are

208 associated with illocutions and agent movements. Specifically, each scene and each state

209 is defined as a set of active agents, where each agent plays an institutional role. Each pair

210 of agents that exchange an illocution are subject to a common atomic interaction

211 represented as an illocution arc between two states. The movement arcs are reserved

212 for representing the arrival/departure of agents to/from a scene. This means that move-

213 ment arcs are only allowed between scenes and synchronism or parallel states. A

214 synchronism state models a synchronized arrival of some agents into the current scene

215 from a different scene. That is, the current scene is suspended until the arrival movements

216 of agents from the other scene are executed. A parallel state models a parallel departure of

217 some agents from the current scene to a different scene. That is, the current scene and the

218 new scene are concurrently executed. Finally, to formalize the interaction between the

219 dialogical institution and the outside we assume the existence of an external scene. The

220 arrival of external agents into a scene is modeled by a synchronism node and the departure

221 is modeled by a parallel node.

222

223 Definition 5 (Performative structure). A performative structure of a dialogical institu-

224 tion is a set of protocols. A protocol is a tuple of the form hid protocol; S; s0i, where

� id_protocol 2 L is the protocol identifier,

� S is the non-empty set of scenes involved with the protocol,

� s0 2 S is the initial (main) scene of the protocol. The execution of a protocol starts by

228 executing the initial scene.
229

230

231 Definition 6 (Scene). A scene is a tuple of the form

232 hid scene; fa1; . . . ; ang;SDG;BRi;
234

235 where

� id_scene 2 L is the scene identifier,

� fa1; . . . ; ang 	 Agents describes the non-empty set of initial agents (i.e. the set of agents

238 that must be active when starting the execution of the scene),

� SDG is the scene dependence graph,

� BR is a set of rules that restrict the behavior of agents within the scene. Every behavior

241 rule is defined over the metalanguage ML and has the following general syntax:

if C then f:d1; . . . ;:dng;
244

where C is a Boolean expression built over the language L [ CL [ TL, and di,

i 2 f1; . . . ; ng with n � 1, is a transition of the scene dependence graph.
247

248 All the system restrictions, as the rules of behavior and the initial set of agents, are checked

249 during the monitoring phase when executing a protocol.

6 T. Alsinet et al. / Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 703 (2003) 1–26
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250 Definition 7 (Scene dependence graph). A scene dependence graph is a tuple of the form

251 hW ; d;w0;WTi, where

� W is a set of nodes formed by a set of scenes, a set of states and the designated external

253 scene,

� d is the set of transitions of the dependence graph,

� w0 2 W is the initial node of the scene dependence graph, and

� WT 	 W is the non-empty set of final nodes of the scene dependence graph.
257

258 The execution of a scene starts at the initial node and finishes at a final node.

259

260 Definition 8 (State). A state is a tuple of the form hid state; kind of state; timeouti; where

� id_state 2 L is the state identifier,

� kind_of_state 2 L is either the label ATOMIC 2 L, or the label SYNCHRONISM 2 L,

263 or the label PARALLEL 2 L (i.e. a state is either an atomic state, or a synchronism state,

264 or a parallel state),

� timeout is a time constant expressed according to the time model T of the dialogical

266 institution.
267

268 The initial node of a scene dependence graph is an atomic state. A scene cannot be used

269 as a final node of a scene dependence graph. When monitoring a protocol, its execution

270 starts in the initial scene at its initial state. Moreover, the initial set of agents of the scene is

271 the set of active agents of the initial state. Therefore, the set of active agents for each other

272 state of the scene is dynamically computed from the initial set and the execution trace.

273 Finally, the timeout of a state specifies the maximum delay allowed for leaving the state

274 during the execution phase (i.e. the maximum delay allowed for performing a valid

275 transition). The time model of the dialogical institution must contain a special time

276 constant for specifying that there is no timeout constraint.

277 In the following definition S denotes a finite set of scenes, A denotes a finite set of atomic

278 states, E denotes the designated external scene, Sync denotes a finite set of synchronism

279 states, and Pll denotes a finite set of parallel states.

280

281 Definition 9 (Dependence graph transitions). A set of transitions d of a scene depen-

282 dence graph is a pair of mappings hr1; r2i between the graph nodes. The mapping r1

283 specifies the allowed transitions inside the current scene. The mapping r2 specifies the

284 allowed transitions between the current scene and other scenes of the protocol.

285 The mapping r1 is formalized as follows:
286

r1 : ðA [ Pll [ SyncÞ � CL ! A
288

289 The mapping r2 is formalized as follows:
290

r2 : ðA [ Pll [ SyncÞ � ðS [ EÞ � TL ! ðPll [ SyncÞ;
292

293 The mapping r2 must also satisfy the following constraints:

� If r2ða; s; transitionÞ 2 Pll, where a 2 A [ Pll [ Sync, s 2 S [ E and transition 2 TL,

295 then transition is a departure movement (i.e. an output transition) and

T. Alsinet et al. / Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 703 (2003) 1–26 7
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� If r2ða; s; transitionÞ 2 Sync, where a 2 A [ Pll [ Sync, s 2 S [ E and transition 2 TL,

297 then transition is an arrival movement (i.e. an input transition).
298

299 The set of constraints imposed by the mappings r1 and r2 are checked during the protocol

300 specification.

301 Notice that neither mapping r1 nor mapping r2 restrict the number of transitions for a

302 given state. Therefore, it is possible to reach a state from different source states and from a

303 state one can reach multiple target states. When a state acts as the source of multiple

304 transitions, the state has to be understood as a decision state of the scene. At the

305 specification phase, multiple transitions are constrained by the behavior rules. However,

306 it is during the execution phase of a protocol that one can know which of these multiple

307 transitions are allowed by the behavior rules. Finally, during the execution phase, if more

308 than one transition is allowed, the active agents at the decision state have to select one of

309 them. Moreover, if one maintains a history about agents decisions for protocol execu-

310 tions, this database could be used as knowledge source for refining the protocol

311 specification.

312 3. Specification of a medical protocol for controlling hypertension

313 For illustrative purposes, we next describe an example of the use of our modeling

314 language to specify a real medical protocol for detecting and controlling hypertension.2

315 The protocol involves the participation of a patient, a physician and a nurse. After an initial

316 diagnostic phase of the severity of the high pressure condition, the patient must start a

317 controlling phase for checking the high pressure evolution. Since the controlling phase is

318 general enough to exemplify the use of all the elements of our specification language, we

319 concentrate on this phase. Fig. 1 shows an algorithmic description of the controlling phase

320 of the hypertension protocol. Pressure is determined by means of two measures: siastolic

321 blood pressure (SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP). Good pressure levels are

322 assumed when the patient SBP and DBP are less than 140 and 90, respectively. Acceptable

323 pressure levels are assumed when the patient SBP and DBP are in the integer and semi-

324 open interval ½140; 160Þ and ½90; 95Þ, respectively. Dangerous pressure levels are assumed

325 when the patient SBP and DBP are greater than 160 and 95, respectively. For good and

326 acceptable pressure levels, patients must follow a periodic basic test, every 3 months, for

327 checking their pressure. For dangerous pressure levels, patients must follow a periodic and

328 exhaustive test, every 2 weeks, for checking their pressure and possible side effects.

329 Usually, the basic test is performed by the nurse and the exhaustive test is performed by the

330 physician. Once the patient has successfully passed three consecutive basic tests, he must

331 follow an annual checkup program.

332 In our modeling language, the controlling phase of the hypertension protocol is specified

333 by means of an scene, called the controlling scene. Fig. 2 shows the scene dependence

334 graph (SDG) of the controlling scene. Tables 1 and 2 show the illocutions and transitions of

335 the SDG, respectively.

336

2 This protocol has been provided by a clinic of Tarragona, Spain

8 T. Alsinet et al. / Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 703 (2003) 1–26
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337 The agents involved in the controlling scene are a patient, a physician and a nurse, and

338 the initial agent of the scene is the nurse. The first action that takes place in the scene is the

339 synchronization between the nurse and the patient (transition T1). The nurse is located in

340 the initial state S0 and the patient comes from the diagnostic scene (scene D at the SDG). At

341 the synchronization state Sync1, the nurse checks the blood pressure of the patient.

Fig. 1. Algorithm of the controlling phase for the hypertension protocol.

Table 1

Illocutions of the SDG of the controlling scene

Identifiers Illocution

i1, i4, i9, i14, i19 Inform (nurse, patient, ‘‘dangerous levels’’)

i2, i5, i10, i15, i20 Inform (nurse, patient, ‘‘acceptable levels’’)

i3, i6, i11, i16, i21 Inform (nurse, patient, ‘‘good levels’’)

i7, i8, i12, i13, i17, i18 Request (nurse, patient, ‘‘perform basic test’’)

i22 Request (nurse, patient, ‘‘perform exhaustive test’’)

T. Alsinet et al. / Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 703 (2003) 1–26 9
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342 Depending on the SBP and DBP levels, the nurse emits either illocution i1, or i2, or i3. The

343 right illocution is determined by means of behavior rules.

344 On the one hand, when the patient SBP and DBP levels are dangerous, the nurse should

345 emit illocution i1 and then illocution i22 with a maximum delay of 2 weeks. This fact is

346 specified by means of a finite timeout attached to state S1. Since the exhaustive test must be

347 performed by the physician, he must come in the scene (transition T2). After performing

348 this test, as in state Sync1 and depending on the SBP and DBP levels, the nurse emits either

349 illocution i4, or i5, or i6, but, in any case, the physician abandons the scene and goes to the

350 external scene (scene E at the SDG) by means of transition T3.

351 On the other hand, when the SBP and DBP levels of the patient are acceptable, the nurse

352 should emit illocutions i2 and then i7. If levels are good, the nurse should emit illocutions i3

353 and then i8. In both cases, illocutions must have a maximum delay of 3 months. This fact is

354 specified by means of a finite timeout attached to states S2 and S3. After performing the

355 basic test, as in state Sync1 and depending on the SBP and DBP levels, the nurse emits

356 either illocution i9, or i10, or i11. If the patient successfully passes3 two more consecutive

357 basic tests, the system reaches either state S11, if the SBP and DBP levels for the last basic

358 test are acceptable, or state S12, if the levels are good. In both cases, the patient must be sent

359 to the annual checkup scene (scene AR at the SDG) by means of transactions T4 and T5.

360 Finally, the behavior rules attached with state Sync1 are the following ones:

� If (SBP � 160 and DBP � 95) then f:i2;:i3g.

� If (SBP 2 ½140; 160Þ and DBP 2 ½90; 95Þ) then f:i1;:i3g.

� If (SBP < 140 and DBP < 90) then f:i1;:i2g.
364

365 The behavior rules attached with states Pll1, S4, S7 and S10 are defined in an analogous way.

Fig. 2. SDG of the controlling scene for the hypertension protocol.

3 A patient successfully passes a basic test whenever the SBP and DBP levels are either acceptable or good.

10 T. Alsinet et al. / Artificial Intelligence in Medicine 703 (2003) 1–26
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366 4. Modeling a dialogical institution with JAFDIS

367 JAFDIS [2] offers the possibility of working either in graphical mode or in text mode.

368 That is, the scene dependence graph can be specified either by loading a textual description

369 in a formal language or by drawing the graph using a graph editor. The graphical mode is

370 supported by a full-featured graphical user-interface which incorporates MDI technology

371 (multiple document interface) in order to display the context of all the scenes that configure

372 a protocol in a common frame.

373 The definition of a new dialogical institution can be performed in two different ways:

374 static and dynamic. The static way refers to the fact of explicitly specifying the dialogical

375 framework by means of menu commands before specifying the performative structure. The

376 dynamic way refers to the fact of implicitly specifying the dialogical framework while

377 specifying the performative structure.

378 JAFDIS provides a unified frame for specifying all the components of a dialogical

379 institution. The frame is divided into four areas (see Fig. 3):

(1) The menu and the toolbar area.

(2) The tabPane area with two options: S (Scenes) and P (Paint).

� The S option shows the hierarchy structure of scenes that make up a protocol.

� The P option shows a drawing tool for graphically designing the scenes dependence

384 graphs.

(3) The WorkSpace area shows each scene dependence graph in a different window.

(4) The Debugger area shows errors generated when checking the consistency of the

387 scenes dependence graphs.
388

389 The dialogical framework describes the basic components of the dialogical institution.

390 JAFDIS provides different dialog boxes for graphically specifying these components.

391 For illustrative purposes, we present the JAFDIS dialog boxes for agents management.

392 Fig. 4 shows the dialog box for specifying the set of agents. The Properties option allows us

393 to specify their main features (see Fig. 5) identification, description and role. As an agent

394 can play different roles in the institution and a role can be associated with different agents,

395 JAFDIS provides a dialog box (see Fig. 6) for specifying the relations between roles and

396 agents.

397 The performative structure is the set of protocols of the dialogical institution. When

398 specifying a new protocol the initial scene is created by default. Every scene has a graphical

399 representation of the scene dependence graph. The basic components of a scene depen-

400 dence graph are nodes and transitions. Nodes are atomic states, synchronism states, parallel

Table 2

Transitions of the SDG of the controlling scene

Identifiers Transition

T1 Move (IN, {patient})

T2 Move (IN, {physician})

T3 Move (OUT, {physician})

T4, T5 Move (OUT, {patient})
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401 states and scenes. Transitions are illocutions and movements. Figs. 7 and 8 show the dialog

402 boxes for specifying nodes and illocutions, respectively. When specifying nodes one can

403 establish the behavior rules (R. Behavior option) that restrict the available transition during

404 the execution phase and the timeout parameter (Constraints option). When specifying

405 transitions one can establish, during the execution phase, whether the time in which the

406 transition is performed must be recorded (mtime option).

407 Every scene dependence graph must satisfy the following constraints: the scene

408 dependence graph must be connected, must have at least one initial and one final node,

409 and every node must be accessible and useful. A node is accessible when there is at least a

Fig. 3. JAFDIS frame distribution.

Fig. 4. Agents dialog box.
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Fig. 5. Agent properties dialog box.

Fig. 6. Agent roles dialog box.

Fig. 7. Nodes properties dialog box.

Fig. 8. Illocution properties dialog box.
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410 path from the initial node to this node, and a node is useful when there is at least a path from

411 the node to a final node. A depth-first search algorithm is used to check if the scene

412 dependence graph satisfies these constraints.

413 5. Multi-agent system architecture

414 Nowadays, MASs play a central role in the field of distributed artificial intelligence.

415 MAS applications go from electronic commerce [31,25], aircraft maintenance [38] and

416 business process management [17,19] to e_mail filtering [23]. In the following, an agent

417 has to be understood as a software component that exhibits some aspects of intelligent

418 human behavior [44] and that interacts with its environment. In what concerns our work,

419 we identify three key issues in the design and construction of MASs: negotiation models

420 between autonomous software agents [8,27,45,18,20], agent architectures [33,34,12] and

421 multi-agent architectures [41].

422 In Section 2 we have defined a representation model for specifying hospital institutions in

423 terms of MASs which, in particular, allows us to model medical services as specialized

424 domain agents (SDAs) and MPs as restricted negotiation processes. For identifying the

425 suitable MAS architecture for monitoring MPs we have considered two different approaches:

(1) To provide SDAs with domain and monitoring knowledge [16]. This approach is based

427 on a layered architecture in which every layer should manage knowledge of a different

428 nature. For instance, the base layer could contain the specific domain knowledge

429 (medical specialty); the middle layer, the specification of MPs related to the specialty;

430 and the upper layer, the monitoring and decision control.

(2) To distribute the domain and monitoring knowledge [41] among system agents. On

432 the one hand, SDAs could manage the specific domain knowledge and the decision

433 control, i.e. at least a two layer agent architecture. On the other hand, autonomous

434 system agents (ASAs) could control monitoring tasks and manage MP specifications.
435

436 As a MP can involve multiple medical services, the first approach should keep a same

437 MP specification in multiple SDAs. Moreover, to check forbidden medical decisions could

438 be necessary to know the result of all SDA interactions. So, we can easily see that this

439 approach should maintain a great amount of duplicated information and SDAs should work

440 in a synchronized way, i.e. at every monitoring step all SDAs should know the same

441 information about previous agent interactions. The distributed knowledge approach avoids

442 these problems and allows SDAs to concurrently execute multiple MPs by assigning a

443 different ASA to every monitoring process.

444 In the rest of the paper we make a step towards the formalization of a MAS architecture,

445 based on the distributed knowledge approach, for monitoring MPs by (i) defining a secure

446 communication interface and a certification agent; (ii) providing the system with a server

447 agent and supervisor agents of MPs; and (iii) introducing mediator agents, called

448 interagents, that act as a bridge between SDAs and the rest of the system. SDAs can

449 be of different kinds, i.e. from autonomous software agents to human agents. To support

450 human agents, interagents offer a user-friendly interface accessible from any point of the

451 Internet using a browser.
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452 We address the problem of monitoring MPs using a distributed knowledge MAS that

453 allows us to define a distributed environment with secure and robust interactions. Our

454 proposal is based on a computational system composed of several SDAs—one for every

455 medical service in hospital environments—and a set of ASAs that will offer specific

456 services for solving the MPs monitoring problem.

457 Before describing the architecture of the MAS, we identify the fundamental services that

458 the system should provide to agents:4

459 Dynamic location: The system must be accessible from any point of the Internet (or of

460 the hospital intranet) and allowing agents to interact independently of their physical

461 location (the network address). Thus, we must provide the system with distributed location

462 tables which will be dynamically maintained.

463 Information confidentiality: Agent interactions can involve private information about

464 patients. For instance, urine and blood tests, X-rays or biopsy results. Moreover, we have

465 seen that the communication channel of the system is the Internet, which does not

466 guarantee privacy and integrity. Therefore, in order to ensure that only the addressee

467 agent of a message can interpret the content, all messages will be sent encrypted.

468 Information integrity: During the communication processes between agents, the system

469 must be able to detect a third party message manipulation. Information manipulation

470 includes such things as insertion, deletion and substitution.

471 Agents authentication: In order to ensure the identity of the sender agent during the

472 communication processes between agents, all messages will be digitally signed. Message

473 origin authentication implicitly provides information integrity.

474 Medical protocols monitoring: A MP describes a negotiation process between multiple

475 SDAs for treating a particular pathology and forbids some SDA actions depending on the

476 result of previous interactions. So, when executing a MP, the system must supervise all

477 SDA interactions in order to register invalid actions and to assist SDA decisions.

478 Medical protocols delivery: As a MP can involve multiple SDAs, the system must

479 manage MP specifications and deliver them with a suitable format.

480 These services are provided by a secure communication interface and some ASAs. SDAs

481 interact with ASAs through interagents allowing SDAs concurrently execute multiple MPs.

482 The secure communication interface ensures that (i) messages are sent encrypted and

483 digitally signed, and (ii) received messages are authentic. The remaining services are

484 provided by the following ASAs:

� The certification agent (CA) acts as a certification authority. The first time an agent

486 interacts with the system it must contact with the CA to obtain its certificate. Agents

487 need their certificates for signing messages.

� Supervisor agents (SA) track interactions between SDAs and verify their validity.

� The medical protocols server agent (MPSA) performs two main system services. On

490 the one hand, it distributes the list of available MPs to SDAs depending on their hospital

491 roles. On the other hand, it distributes MP specifications to SAs.
492

493 We group agent interactions in two phases. The first one (Fig. 9) includes agents

494 certification, agent addresses distribution and MPs delivery. The second one (Fig. 10)

4 From now on, by an agent we understand a SDA or an ASA.
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495 corresponds to the MPs monitoring process. During the first phase, the central component

496 of the system is the CA. All agents must contact with the CA to obtain their certificates. The

497 first agent that must contact with the CA is the MPSA. The CA stores the MPSA address. A

498 SA contacts with the CA for obtaining the MPSA address. At this point the SA provides its

499 address to the MPSA. This strategy allows us to dynamically distribute the system

500 monitoring load depending on the number of active SAs. A SDA contacts, through an

501 interagent, with the CA for obtaining the MPSA address. Next, the interagent contacts with

502 the MPSA for obtaining the list of available MPs depending on the SDA hospital role. The

503 SDA decides which MP has to be executed. When all SDAs involved in the MP have

504 contacted with the MPSA (following the described protocol), the MPSA assigns a SA for

505 monitoring the MP execution, delivers to interagents the SA address and the monitoring

506 phase starts. From now on, interagents forward SDAs interactions to the SA.

507 6. Communication interface

508 The private nature of most of the information exchanged in a hospital environment and

509 the need of authentication led us to use cryptographic tools that we incorporated into a

Fig. 9. Certification and information delivery phase.

Fig. 10. Monitoring phase.
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510 communication interface. Furthermore, these requirements are imposed, in most countries,

511 by governmental laws related to the electronic processing of personal data. An excellent

512 analysis of the types of threats that can impact on a MAS can be found in [43]. Authors also

513 provide architectural solutions to deal with security and trust issues.

514 Our objective, as in most cryptographic systems, has been to provide confidentiality,

515 integrity and authentication to the dialog between agents of our MAS. These features have

516 to be transparent to the user of the communication layer. As it is difficult to find

517 cryptographic classes written in Java, without distribution and license restrictions, we

518 have implemented a complete cryptosystem based on the Secure Socket Layer specifica-

519 tion [11].

520 Our approach is based on a certification authority architecture [22]. This architecture has

521 been used, instead of using a public key server approach, in order to avoid a full storage of

522 the public key of agents and a bottleneck in the system. The potential bottleneck would

523 obey to the fact that an agent, each time it must interact with a new one, must obtain the

524 public key of the new agent through the public key server. The certification authority (in

525 our system, the CA) creates certificates that are used by agents to exchange public keys

526 without contacting a public key server and avoiding congestion scenarios. An agent

527 conveys its public key information to another by transmitting its certificate. Then, the

528 receiver agent verifies that the certificate was created by the CA.

529 The main features of our implementation, outlined in Fig. 11, are the following ones:

� Communications are symmetrically encrypted by using the triple DES algorithm to

531 provide confidentiality. The symmetric encryption key is negotiated in every session.

� The negotiation of the symmetric key is performed by using the public key RSA

533 algorithm. This algorithm allows an authenticated communication between the involved

534 agents. Therefore, every agent has a public and a private key.

� The public and private keys are generated from the login and password of the agent.

� Two agents transfer one to each other their public key through their certificates. As

537 explained in Section 5, certificates are delivered to agents by the CA.

� For the sake of increasing security, symmetric key negotiation requires a double

539 exchange of nonces.

� A Message Authentication Code (MAC) is used to compute a digest of the plain

541 message. This digest is encrypted with the private key of the sender agent and appended

542 to the plain message in order to provide authentication and integrity.

� The MAC is computed using a Message Digest (MD5) algorithm [36,24].
544

545 Once explained how the communication among agents achieves certain degree of security,

546 we will explain how certificates are distributed.

547 A certificate for an agent A, say CA, can be expressed as

548
CA ¼ ½IDA;KUA; T ;EKRCA

½DðMÞ��;
550

551 where IDA is the identification for the agent A, KUA its public key, T a time stamp and

552 EKRCA
½DðMÞ� is the digest calculated over the three previous components of CA encrypted

553 with the private key of the CA. This last term provides authentication and integrity when a

554 certificate is requested by an agent, but only if the public key of the CA has been delivered

555 using a secure channel.
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556 The main objective of this implementation has been to establish great similarities with

557 the usual transport level interfaces, i.e. sockets. The use of our interface differs from others

558 in the following points:

� Additional parameters must be specified; for instance, sender keys and certificates.

� Additional error conditions have to be managed; for instance, authentication errors.
561

562 Finally, we describe how an agent should use the secure communication interface. The

563 steps that it must follow are the following ones:

(1) Open a socket as in conventional transport level interfaces.

(2) Set up the socket with some parameters: the agent identification, the agent private key

566 and the public key of the CA.

(3) Execute the handshake protocol. This is the core operation of the secure

568 communication layer. When executing the handshake protocol, certificates of peer

569 agents are exchanged and a session symmetric encryption key is established. Then,

570 two nonces are exchanged following the scheme detailed in [40].

(4) If the handshake protocol is successfully concluded, the socket is ready to accept

572 messages.

573 7. Medical protocols server agent

574 Before specifying the services provided by the medical protocols server agent (MPSA),

575 we summarize the system specification of a MP. A MP is a unique identifier, a non-empty

576 set of scenes and an initial scene.

577 The components of a scene are:

� A unique identifier.

� A scene dependence graph which specifies a negotiation process between SDAs.

580 States represent points in a negotiation process (SDAs involved in the process and their

581 condition) and transitions between states represent SDA actions. A scene dependence

582 graph contains one initial state and at least one final state. We distinguish two kinds of

583 actions: dialog actions and movement actions. Dialog actions model information

584 exchange between SDAs. Because of the nature of hospital environment, when a

585 SDA is executing a scene of a MP it can be necessary to start a new medical task which

586 will be described by means of a different scene. Therefore, movement actions model

587 arrivals and departures of SDAs to/from scenes.

� A set of behavior rules that describes forbidden SDA actions depending on the result of

589 previous actions.

� A non-empty set of starting agents. It refers to the set of SDAs that must be present in

591 the system to execute a scene. For instance, to perform a surgical operation at least an

592 anesthesiologist and a surgeon must be present.

� A set of dynamic joining agents. It refers to the set of SDAs that could take part in a

594 scene. Their entrance will depend on the monitoring process state. For instance, during a

595 surgical operation, a second surgeon can be requested depending on the evolution of

596 the patient.
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597 The MPSA allows us to define a distributed and scalable MAS in which SDAs can be

598 developed independently of MPs features by:

� Storing the address of every SA. New SAs can be dynamically created depending on the

600 system monitoring load.

� Creating new MP instances. A MP is started by a SDA from its set of starting agents (the

602 starting agents of the initial scene). At this point, the MPSA creates a new instance for

603 the MP and blocks it until the rest of starting agents are present. A MP instance contains

604 the MP specification and the monitoring state. When creating a new MP instance the

605 monitoring state is empty.

� Hanging up MP scene instances. A MP scene can be hanged up by two reasons: a new

607 dynamic joining agent is needed or a SDA involved in the execution of the scene decides

608 to temporally hang it up. In both cases, the MPSA stores the monitoring state provided

609 by the SA and frees it from the monitoring task.

� Providing SDAs with the list of available MPs depending on SDAs hospital roles. This

611 list will be composed of blocked and hanged up MP scene instances, and all MP that

612 they can start.

� Providing SAs with MP scene instances. When a blocked or hanged up MP scene

614 instances is ready (all required SDAs are present) the MPSA selects one SA and delivers

615 to it the instance to be monitored. Moreover, as a SA must intercept through interagents

616 all SDA interactions, the MPSA delivers to interagents the SA address and the MP scene

617 instance identifier. This strategy allows us to distribute the system monitoring load

618 between SAs, to move a SDA between MP scenes and to concurrently execute multiple

619 scenes of a same MP or of different MPs.

620 8. Medical protocols supervisor agents

621 The main services offered by medical protocols supervisor agents (SAs) are the

622 supervision and assistance of MP executions. When monitoring MPs, SAs assist SDAs

623 in the sense that they inform SDAs about all the possible and forbidden actions specified.

624 Although SDAs behavior is not restricted by SAs, SAs record SDAs anomalous decisions.

625 In some cases, a MP can specify a timeout for executing critical medical actions; for

626 instance, a biopsy has to be performed before 2 days. Thus, SAs control the elapsed time

627 between SDAs actions.

628 The most important benefit of defining specialized agents for monitoring MPs is that

629 SDAs do not need to be synchronized. To check forbidden and critical SDAs actions, it is

630 necessary to know the monitoring state, which must be the same for every SDA involved in

631 the MP execution. This information is centralized and maintained by SAs in our approach.

632 A more detailed description of SA functionalities is the following one:

� As we have seen, the number of active SAs is not fixed in the system. Therefore, a SA

634 must be able to supervise the execution of several MP instances. To this end, interagents

635 transparently forward to SAs, using the MP scene instance identifier, interactions

636 between SDAs.
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� For each MP instance, a SA must compute the monitoring state, i.e. for each active scene

638 it must compute the current state by means of the scene dependence graph, the sequence

639 of SDA actions from the initial state to the current state and, if necessary, behavior rules

640 of the current state. To check behavior rules, we have defined a general data type that

641 encapsulates data and their operations. The content of a message must belong to a data

642 type that derives from this general data type; for instance, a biopsy result should be

643 provided together with its testing operations. This feature is easily achieved in the object

644 oriented programming paradigm of Java.

� After computing a monitoring state, SAs assist SDAs by informing them, through

646 interagents, about possible and forbidden actions.

� Finally, SAs must manage arrival and departure actions. On the one hand, when a new

648 dynamic joining agent is required (arrival action), SAs hang up the MP scene instance

649 following the process described in Section 7. On the other hand, a SDA can abandon a

650 MP scene execution in different ways:

(1) A SDA decides to temporally hang up a MP scene execution. The SDA contacts

652 with the MPSA who checks if the MP scene instance is already hanged up. In this

653 case, the SDA is simply added to the list of dynamic joining agents. Otherwise, the

654 MPSA interacts with the SA for obtaining the MP scene instance.

(2) When executing a MP scene, a SDA reaches a final state. The SA informs the

656 interagent about the exit condition.

(3) A SDA can, temporally or definitively, leave the current MP scene to execute a

658 new one. The SA provides the interagent with the identifier of the new scene. The

659 interagent interacts with the MPSA for obtaining the list of blocked and hanged up

660 instances of the MP scene. Finally, the SDA decides to execute one of them or a

661 new one.
662

663 In the next section we show how these system interaction processes are transparent to

664 SDAs. This allows SDAs to focus on the decision control based on the specific domain

665 knowledge.

666 9. Interagents

667 Two functional requirements of our system are that the monitoring process must be

668 transparent to SDAs and SDAs must be able to concurrently execute multiple MPs.

669 Interagents allow us to achieve such objectives by forwarding SDAs interactions to SAs

670 and assigning a different interagent to each MP scene concurrent execution. In order to

671 execute a MP scene, a SDA interacts with other SDAs through one interagent; this

672 interagent is the same for all interactions in the MP scene.

673 When a SDA is executing a MP scene it can be necessary, temporally or definitively, to

674 interrupt the current scene and then execute a new MP scene. In Section 7 and 8 we have

675 described how the MPSA and SAs interact with interagents to perform entrances to MPs

676 scenes. Now, we describe how interagents perform exits from MPs scenes. As we have

677 seen, the system uniquely identifies every MP scene execution. When a SDA enters to a MP

678 scene execution, the interagent pushes the scene instance identifier and the SA address
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679 (provided by the MPSA) onto a stack. When a SDA reaches a final state (the SA informs the

680 interagent about the exit condition), the interagent pops the current MP scene instance

681 information from the stack. After performing a pop operation, if the stack is not empty (i.e.,

682 it contains temporally interrupted executions), the interagent contacts with the MPSA for

683 coming back to the last hanged up instance which is located at the top of the stack.

684 An additional feature of interagents is to provide human SDAs with a user-friendly

685 interface accessible using a web browser. This interface represents the content of SDAs

686 messages in a suitable way and assists human agents in making decisions by showing the

687 possible and forbidden actions in every step when executing a MP scene. The operations

688 encapsulated by the general data type include not only operations to check behavior rules,

689 but also operations to graphically represent the involved message information. For

690 instance, biopsy and X-rays results should be shown to the user in a different way.

691 10. Database agent

692 According to [13] the integration of the existing medical records within the guidelines

693 specified by means of a MP is a key issue for automatically executing and monitoring MPs.

694 The effective integration requires consistent information structures and content. However,

695 in real hospital environments we identify two key problems. On the one hand, the

696 information structures and content of the medical records are not uniform among different

697 hospital environments. On the other hand, typically, the MPs specifications involve high

698 level information structures and content while medical records management systems store

699 and retrieve information at a lower level. Therefore, to achieve an effective integration it is

700 necessary to provide a bridge between the execution and monitoring system and the

701 medical records management system.

702 In our framework, the bridge is provided as an autonomous SDA called database broker

703 agent. The functionalities of the database broker agent are the following ones:

� Provides to the monitoring system a unified frame for exchanging information between

705 the system agents and the database broker agent. To be precise, the database broker

706 agent answers queries by using the already proposed general data type that encapsu-

707 lates data and their operations.

� Provides a uniform high level language for querying the medical records. For instance,

709 to obtain the results of biopsies and X-rays.

� Translates the high level queries into the corresponding set of low level queries for the

711 medical records management system. For instance, the results of biopsies and X-rays

712 could be composed of different information elements as patient identification data,

713 images, indexes results, . . .. These elements can be stored with different data models:

714 object oriented, relational, hierarchical, . . .. And within a model, the information

715 elements can be stored with different management systems and information structures.

716 Nowadays, we have developed this functionality for management systems with rela-

717 tional data models and with the SQL interrogation language. To interact with different

718 management systems, the SDA should be extended with new modules that implement

719 low level access to these systems.
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720 11. Conclusions and future work

721 In this paper, we have first defined a formal specification language for modeling

722 dialogical institutions which, in particular, can be used to model hospital environments

723 and their MPs. Second, we have defined a graphical framework (called JAFDIS) developed

724 in Java for specifying dialogical institutions according to the specification language. Third,

725 we have defined a MAS architecture for the assistance and supervision of the execution of

726 MPs in hospital environments. The architecture is based on a knowledge distributed

727 approach that allows us to distribute the load among agents and to define a dynamically

728 scalable system. SDAs model specific medical services and manage the involved domain

729 knowledge, and ASAs manage MP specifications and supervise their execution. When

730 executing a MP, the system assists SDAs by reporting to them about possible and forbidden

731 actions and SDAs perform the decision control. For supervising executions, interactions

732 between SDAs are transparently forwarded by interagents to SAs allowing SDAs to

733 concurrently execute multiple MPs. Messages are automatically digitally signed and

734 encrypted by means of the services provided by the secure communication interface.

735 All system components have been implemented in Java and this allows us to define

736 messages as objects that encapsulate data and processing operations. Finally, we have

737 defined a database broker agent for automatically bridging medical records management

738 systems and the monitoring system.

739 For the time being, we have developed a prototype of the MAS architecture which has

740 been implemented in Java. This prototype consists of the database broker agent, the secure

741 communication interface and all required ASAs, i.e. a certification agent, a MP server

742 agent and MP supervisor agents, and interagents.

743 The prototype of the MAS architecture has been developed using a Java based

744 representation of MPs. That is, each MP is represented by a Java class hierarchy where

745 each class represents a scene of the MP. This representation model is automatically

746 generated by the graphical specification tool JAFDIS. The Java based representation of

747 MPs is a general representation model in the sense that one can easily define a translator

748 from other MPs representation models (for instance, GEM [39], GLIF [26,28] or UMLS

749 [1]) to our Java class hierarchy model.

750 Our ongoing research is directed toward two main directions. On the one hand, the

751 development of a user-friendly interface tool between the medical records administrator

752 and the database broker agent. The objective of this tool is to allow the medical records

753 administrator to dynamically maintain the available set of high level queries. On the other

754 hand, the design and development of medical services as autonomous intelligent software

755 agents. For instance, it would be interesting to provide a suitable implementation of an

756 agent for automatically scheduling the resources of the hospital taking into account

757 different quality criteria.
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